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Executive Summary
The Rockwheelers Mountain Bike Club has created an outstanding national level facility in the Douglas
Mountain Bike Reserve (Townsville’s premier mountain biking location). Trail usage data collected by
Townsville Rockwheelers demonstrates that Townsville has a large mountain biking community taking full
advantage of this facility. In addition, the data results show that the Douglas Mountain Bike Reserve has higher
usage than two nationally recognised mountain bike destinations, Blue Derby (Tasmania) and Sugar Bag Road
(Sunshine Coast, Queensland)
Since April 2019, the Townsville Rockwheelers Mountain Bike Club has been conducting a trail monitoring
program at the 116ha Douglas Mountain Bike Reserve (a $1.5m mountain bike facility developed by Townsville
Rockwheelers over 10 years from 2009). This monitoring program is a club initiative aimed at creating a better
understanding of how the facility is utilised by club members and the broader Townsville community.
Trail counters collected both mountain bike movements and pedestrian movements. The result combined
with peer-reviewed research draws comparisons to trail usage data from two nationally recognised mountain
bike destinations, Blue Derby and Sugar Bag Road. Subsequently begins a compelling discussion for future
mountain biking management opportunities in Townsville.
This report offers three usage scenarios; high, medium and low. Based on the low conservative annual average
usages of Douglas Mountain Bike Reserve (Mountain Bikes - 38,707, Pedestrians - 24,325, and combined 63,032) has higher usage than both nationally recognised mountain bike destinations; Blue Derby (35,000 )
and Sugar Bag Road (15,000). When compared to Blue Derby with a trail network of 100km, the usage at
Douglas Mountain Bike Reserve with a trail network of 38km, has a greater impact per trail metre in relation
degradation and maintenance.
Of note Blue Derby and Sugar Bag Road facilities are Council (Local Government) managed and operated,
compared to Townsville’s facility which is entirely managed and operated by Townsville Rockwheelers
Mountain Bike Club Inc.
It is recommended that:
➢ This baseline data be accepted as a good starting point for measuring usage growth at the Reserve.
➢ Data collection be continued, and where possible utilise superior resources to enhance the
robustness of the results.
➢ The Club explore sustainable management options which are required with regards to mountain
biking, hiking and trail running, in the interest of Townsville’s community, environment and economy.
➢ The Club explore acquiring resources to investigate sustainable management options, primarily
focusing on maximising the net benefits for Townsville’s community, environment and economy e.g
successful outcomes are evident in the two locations compared in this report. See Appendix 6.3 for
memorandum of understanding for partnership employed by the Sunshine Coast Council.
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1. Introduction
Townsville Rockwheelers Mountain Bike Club (The Club) is a not for profit, volunteer organisation. Since 1996,
the Club has constructed 38km of single track mountain bike (MTB) trails at the 116ha Douglas Mountain Bike
Reserve (The Reserve) (Townsville Rockwheelers MTB Club, 2020 & Trailforks, 2020). Over this time, the Club
has grown from 50 members to a peak of 507 members in September 2018 (MTBA, 2020). The Club has had
a total of 4804 members current and past over this period (MTBA, 2020). Currently, the Club remains the
second-largest MTB club in Australia with 431 members as of February 2020 (MTBA, 2020). Over the past 5
years, a perceived rapid growth in the usage of the Reserve has been observed by the Club. This perceived
growth was the catalyst to capture usage data to aid in the future management of the Reserve.
The purpose of this report is to present and discuss the findings of MTB and pedestrian data collected by the
Club at the Reserve from May 2019 to December 2019. Due to the limited funding available to a volunteer
organisation, the pedestrian data was only captured in two of the five entry/egress locations around the
Reserve. The usage data collected is compared to two different Council managed MTB trail network locations
in Australia to offer perspective. These locations are; Blue Derby, Dorset Council, Tasmania and Sugar Bag
Road Sunshine Coast Council, Queensland. In the past, claimed usage of the Reserve relied on social media
data, this lacks validity (Norman & Pickering 2019). Social media may be able to identify locations that are
being used for the activity; however, it cannot provide a comprehensive data set of usage (Norman & Pickering
2019). For this reason, TRAFx magnetic MTB counters and infrared laser pedestrian counters were placed at
strategic locations in the Reserve in an attempt to create a comprehensive data set.
The report layout consists of the “Method” where the equipment location and validation of the data is
explained. The findings are presented, and a discussion is put forward acknowledging the Club’s conflict of
interest with this report and their current management position. Research is added to the discussion to aid in
the identification of potential future impacts under business as usual. From this, recommendations are made
with regards to strengthening the data and the opportunity of future management options.

2. Method:
The TRAFx user manuals were examined to gain an operational understanding for the installation and usage
of the infrared counters, MTB counters and the data analysis tool, DataNet, see Appendix 1. Local knowledge
and understanding of the Reserve were utilised to select the geographical locations for the counters in an
attempt to create a comprehensive data set, see Table 1 and Figure 1. The data collected from May 2019 to
December 2019 was a sample used to calculate the average annual usage of the Reserve. To capture the
usages of cyclists a magnetic MTB counter is used. To capture the usages of pedestrians, an infrared counter
needs to be mounted near a magnetic MTB counter. The difference can be calculated by subtracting the
magnetic counts from the infrared laser counts. The requirements considered for suitable counter locations
include:
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➢ Near entrance and egress locations to the trails.
➢ At a location where a typical user would only pass at the beginning and end of their ride.
➢ At a bottleneck point in trails to capture all users.
➢ Inconspicuous locations to minimise corruption of the data.
➢ Minimal gradient or slow points to enable counters to register all users in tightly bunched groups.
For this report quantitative primary and secondary data were used, the equipment used for the primary data
collection includes:
➢ TRAFx data net subscription plan
➢ TRAFx MTB counters x 5
➢ TRAFx Infrared (IR) counters x 2
➢ TRAFx Dock G4
➢ TRAFx data package
➢ TRAFx Data cable with 9 pin USB adapter
For further equipment details see Appendix 1.
The secondary data is used to add perspective to the primary data, enabling annual average usages to be
compared between the three locations. The secondary data consists of interviews and email correspondence
of annual average usage from two different council-managed and maintained trail networks in Australia. The
figures stated for Derby were from data sourced from Tourism Tasmania, a copy of this information was not
made available. The points of contact for this data were:
➢ Kurt Martin, Recreation Trails Activation Officer for the Sunshine Coast Council in charge of the
Caloundra Town Reserve, Sugar Bag Road.
➢ Peter Coleborn, Trails Maintenance Manager for Dorset Council in charge of Blue Derby.
The primary data are statistically analysed using the TRAFx DataNet data analysis tool. The secondary data is
used as a rudimentary direct comparison to the primary data, offering perspective on the level of usage of the
Reserve.
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Table 1 Counter location, latitude and longitude

Counter
Number

Location
Name

Type of Counter

Latitude and Longitude

1

Easy Street

Magnetic Bike Counter

Lat S 19֯ 19’51.804” Long E 146֯ 44’5.226”

2

Easy Street

Infrared Laser

Lat S 19֯ 19’51.804” Long E 146֯ 44’5.226”

3

Keelback

Magnetic Bike Counter

Lat S 19֯ 21’27.21” Long E 146֯ 49’16.704”

4

Pump Track

Magnetic Bike Counter

Lat S 19֯ 19’55.59” Long E 146֯ 44’5.04”

5

Windarra

Magnetic Bike Counter

Lat S 19֯ 19’26.676” Long E 146֯ 44’44.868”

6

Wobbegong

Magnetic Bike Counter

Lat S 19֯ 19’39.516” Long E 146֯ 45’5.352”

7

Wobbegong

Infrared Laser

Lat S 19֯ 19’39.516” Long E 146֯ 45’5.352”

Figure 1 Counter location map, note counters 1&2 and 6&7 are in the same location respectively (TRAFX DataNet, 2020)
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2.1 MTB Usage Data Validation
The raw data was initially smoothed, excluding any anomalies that fell outside of the norm understood from
local knowledge of operations within the Reserve. That is large spikes in the data that did not fit with the
Club’s event calendar or other known increased use periods i.e. school holidays. Causes of large spikes in data
can be attributed to construction and maintenance work carried out in the vicinity of counters. The process
for identifying and eliminating corrupt data will now be examined.
The process begins by examining the daily totals data, see Appendix 3.1. Spikes in the data that appeared
above the averages were then inspected on an hourly scale. Local knowledge of operation suggests a
semidiurnal pattern of usage should be exhibited, morning and afternoon, creating to a bimodal
representation in the data. Any data that did not fit with this pattern was inspected, validated and if deemed
to be corrupt it was removed using the DataNet exclusion tool. After validation and exclusion, only one
counter did not conform to this pattern. This is due to a race being run through the Windarra counter in the
middle of the day, see Appendix 3.2. The daily average usage totals are indicative and align with local
knowledge of operations, i.e. use rising through the week to a peak on Thursdays for the Club’s Junior Social
Day, followed by drop on Friday to weekend peaks, see Appendix 3.3. Inspecting the monthly data shows
marginally higher usage during the cooler months and local knowledge can add reason to fluctuations in
counters, see Appendix 3.4.

2.2 Pedestrian Usage Data Validation
Due to the fact that the pedestrian data is derived from a calculation of the infrared and magnetic counter
the DataNet tool cannot provide dedicated graphs and tables. The graphs and table are a combination of the
magnetic counter and the infrared counter data, the infrared counters are denoted with the letter W for
walker/pedestrian. It is less obvious to recognise spikes in the infrared data; however, it is noted that in
general, the infrared counters count lower than the magnetic counters. This is due to failure to discriminate
between objects, further discussion on this can be found in the limitations. This is evident in the data from
Easy Street where the infrared counter is constantly lower than the magnetic counter. For this reason, the
data displays as a negative and therefore, it has been calculated at zero, effectively resulting in the total
pedestrian data coming from just one the counter at Wobbegong W, see Table 3.
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3. Results
3.1 MTB Usage for Douglas MTB Reserve
The results presented in this report are an annual averaged usage figure. The primary data collected for the
Reserve is from an 8-month sample which has been extrapolated by the TRAFx DataNet data analysis tool to
give an average daily total (ADT). This is then multiplied by 365 days. The ADT x 365 has then been divided by
two (2), to produce the average MTB usage. This is to account for users entry and egress from the Reserve.
The average annual MTB usages for the Douglas MTB reserve is 46,794, see Table 2.
Table 2 Average annual MTB usage of the Reserve (TRAFX DataNet, 2020)
TRAFx Mountain Bike Usage Master Summary May 2019 - December 2019
Year
2019

Site
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
ADT
ADTx365 Days with dataYear start
Easy st
4,169
4,418
4,411
3,979
3,857
4,073
3,862
3,946 133.498
48,727
237 2019-01-01
Keelback
289
159
184
150
189
191
200
169
6.238
2,277
244 2019-01-01
Pump track
2,555
2,533
2,776
2,550
2,710
3,084
2,881
2,364
87.586
31,969
244 2019-01-01
Windarra Ave
693
668
567
726
428
296
517
813
18.509
6,756
216 2019-01-01
Wobbegong
367
306
298
281
364
344
349
281
10.579
3,861
242 2019-01-01

Total
MTB
Counts
Average
Annual
MTB
usages =
Counts /
2

256.41

93,589.44

128.20

46794.72

Year end
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01

3.2 Pedestrian Usage for Douglas MTB Reserve
Obtaining the pedestrian usages data was not as straight forward as the MTB usages data. The infrared
pedestrian counter data needed to be subtracted from the magnetic MTB counter. The assumption is made
that the difference is pedestrians. Once the total counts for pedestrians were calculated it was divided by the
same factor of two (2) as the MTB data, to produce the average annual pedestrian usages, which is 28,425,
see Table 3. This figure creates a total combined annual average usage from MTB and pedestrians at the
Reserve of 75,219.
Table 3 average annual pedestrian usage of the Reserve (TRAFX DataNet, 2020)

TRAFx Pedestrian Usage Master Summary May 2019 - December 2019
Year
2019

Site
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
ADT
ADTx365 Days with dataYear start
Easy st
4,169
4,418
4,411
3,979
3,857
4,073
3,862
3,946 133.498
48,727
237 2019-01-01
Easy St W
4,717
5,278
5,178
4,662
1,218
2,139
2,249
2,864 115.381
42,114
244 2019-01-01
Wobbegong
367
306
298
281
364
344
349
281 10.579
3,861
242 2019-01-01
Wobbegong W
5,645
5,305
4,813
5,543
5,921
6,259
4,204
3,077 166.332
60,711
244 2019-01-01

Easy St Total Walkers
Counts
Wobbegong Total
Walkers Counts
Average annual
Pedestrian Usages =
Counts/2
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3.3 Results from Derby and Caloundra
The annual average usage figure for 2019 stated for Blue Derby is 35,000 usages on 100km of trails.
The annual average usage figure for 2019 provided for the Caloundra Town Reserve is 15,000 usages for 9km
of trails, see Appendix 2.
Table 4 Comparison of Management, MTB Usage, Quantity of Trails. Note Douglas MTB Reserve usage is highest, additionally, it has less quantity
of trails than the next highest usage, see recommendations for the synthesis of Medium and Low figures.

Location

Management Type

Annual Average MTB
Usage 2019

Length of Trails

Douglas MTB Reserve

Club - Townsville
Rockwheelers MTB Club

High 46,794
Med 43,008
Low 38,707

38km

Blue Derby

Council - Dorset Council

35,000

100km

Caloundra Town
Reserve
(Sugar Bag Road)

Partnership - Between
Sunshine coast Council and
Mapleton Community
District Association

15,000

9km

4. Discussion
It is acknowledged there is a conflict of interest, as this data and report have been compiled by the
Rockwheelers MTB Club with the optimism of the findings being beneficial to the future mountain biking
community in Townsville. For this reason, the best attempt has been made to clarify how the data has been
validated and an extensive list of limitations will be offered. It is considered that the data presented for this
report is veracious and of value, as it is primary data generated within the last 12 months (Berti-Equille & Ba,
2016). With the data presented, the implications can be explored.
With the high average annual usage at the Reserve, the Club is providing benefit for their members and
additionally for the greater Townsville community. With the combined annual averaged usage at the Reserve
at 75,219, this means for the 431 club members to be receiving the full benefits of their membership, they
are each utilising the Reserve 3.4 times a week per year. This is possible, although highly unlikely. Therefore,
based on the data it is an assumption that free riders are present in the market, utilising the Club’s asset
without paying the full cost (Field, 2016). Therefore, the Club is providing the greater Townsville community
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with benefits in the form of a maintained 38km trail network with comprehensive signage. The perceived
benefit to the community utilising the trails come at a cost to the environment.
The next consideration is that a socially efficient allocation of trails has been constructed by the Club for its
members. The Club is responsible for maintenance and management of the Reserve as per the permit to
occupy, see Appendix 5. Research shows pedestrians create a wider trails tread than MTB riders, 32.1in to
23.8in respectively (Marion, 2006). In addition, MTB riders cause less erosion than pedestrians, cross-sectional
area analysis shows mountain biking has 5.9% impact on the trail tread erosion; whereas, pedestrians had an
impact of, 18.8% (Marion, 2006). This research highlighting both MTB riders and pedestrians have external
impacts on the environment in term of increased erosion and loss of soil formation (Robertson, 2017). With the
annual averaged usage likely above just the club members, the trails are now being utilised unsustainably and
the net benefits are failing to be maximised. (Field, 2016 & Marion, 2006). This implies sustainable
management options need to be investigated.
Currently, the Club manages the Reserve. The park is managed to a reasonable standard although this is taxing
on the volunteers. This leads to reasonable outcomes for the community, environment and economy of
Townsville. Logically, this raises the question, what would the outcome be if management options akin to Blue
Derby or Caloundra Town Reserve were implemented?

4.1 Limitations
The data validation process indicates to the robustness of this data, however, as mentioned there are
limitations to consider before drawing conclusions. The limitations of the data consist of, the equipment used,
the manner the data was collect and temporal considerations. After using the equipment for a year, the most
obvious limitation is the infrared counters. Their failure to discriminate between bunched targets lead to
constant low counts. Additionally, the infrared lasers are prone to sabotage, placing stickers over the lens and
spider webs blocking the lens, see Figure 3. The magnetic counters provide more reliable counts; however,
they are prone to ferrous mineral and electromagnetic interference, see Appendix 1. Although prone to some
interference, following the prescribe validation process aforementioned, they can still present robust data.
This leads to the next type of limitation, the manner the data was collected.
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Figure 2 Daily totals for pedestrians. Note the two zero count periods from Wobbegong W due to sabotage and the constant low counts to Easy
Street W after 2019-09 due to spider web infestation (TRAFX DataNet, 2020).

This data has been funded by a not for profit organisation. The installation of equipment, collection and
management of the data has been conducted by a sole volunteer. These factors created limitations including:
➢ The quality of equipment used is reasonable, however, more expensive and precise equipment is
available.
➢ The time required to compile data and perform the comprehensive analysis is challenging for a
volunteer. Data was collected and rudimentarily analysed on a monthly basis. If collection and
analysis are conducted weekly more robust results may be achieved.
➢ The installation of equipment, sampling and analysis of data has been a trial by error.
These points lead to the final limitation, temporal considerations. The data provided does not include
information from the wet season. The figure giving in this report is the average annual usage for 2019. Due to
the 2019 January/February floods the Reserve was closed for the month and limited use followed for 2
months. Data was not collect at this time, therefore, higher average daily totals from the sample period have
been used for the annual average. see Appendix 4. For these reasons and the fact that this is baseline data, it
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is purposed that three scenarios be considered: High, as the data is presented; Medium adjust for impacts
from the 2019 January/February floods; and, Low apply a conservative factor to account for the limited
resources, collection schedule and analysis of the data.
➢ High, the sample data presented, actual annual average usages: MTB 46,794; pedestrian 28,425;
combined 75,219.
➢ Medium, due to the 2019 Jan/ February floods and closure of the Reserve, a factor of 3,786 should
be subtracted from the MTB data and 1,397 from the pedestrian data to offer a plausible
representation of actual annual average usage of the Reserve. December has been chosen as it is the
only month with a complete sample data set with similar weather to February. This would result in
the adjusted annual average usages: MTB 43,008; pedestrian 27,028; combined 70,036.
➢ Low, due to the insufficient resources, collection and analysis schedule it would be further prudent
to apply a conservative discount factor of 10%. Resulting in the conservative annual average usages:
MTB 38,707; pedestrian 24,325; combined 63,032.

4.2 Recommendations
It is recommended that:
➢ This is baseline data be accepted and as a good starting point for measuring usage growth at the
Reserve.
➢ Data collection be continued, and where possible utilise superior resources to enhance the
robustness of the results.
➢ The Club explore sustainable management options which are required with regards to mountain
biking, hiking and trail running, in the interest of Townsville’s community, environment and economy.
➢ The Club explore acquiring resources to investigate sustainable management options, primarily
focusing on maximising the net benefits for Townsville’s community, environment and economy e.g
successful outcomes are evident in the two locations compared in this report. See Appendix 6.3 for
memorandum of understanding for partnership employed by the Sunshine Coast Council.
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5. Conclusion
This research was conducted on behalf of the Rockwheelers MTB Club, land managers of the Douglas MTB
Reserve.
The purpose was to create a robust baseline data set of MTB and pedestrian usage for the Reserve. Then
adding perspective to the findings by comparing the Reserve to two nationally recognised mountain bike
destinations; Blue Derby and Sugar Bag Road.
The data was collected using TRAFx infrared and magnetic trail counters and analysed using the TRAFx
DataNet. Limitations discussed lead to the recommendation of considering three scenarios of use, high,
medium and low. The finding displayed that the Douglas MTB Reserve had had the largest annual average
usage for 2019 even when using the low figure of 38,707. The length of trails at the reserve is 38km, less than
the second-highest usage location, Blue Derby with 35,000 usages and 100km of trails. Combining the MTB
and pedestrian usage at the low figure totals 63,032 annual average usages that the Club is liable to manage.
Whereas Blue Derby and Sugar Bag Road for 2019 managed 35,000 usages and 100km of trails and 15,000
usages and 9km respectively.
This report is a baseline for the average annual usage of the Reserve. As recommended, continued data
collection and analysis is required to measure the growth of the Reserve, in addition, future sustainable
management decisions are required with regards to mountain biking, this will result in benefits for
Townsville’s economy, environment and community.
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Appendix 1: TRAFx Instruction Manuals

https://www.trafx.net/downloads/TRAFx_Manual_Part_I.pdf?v=191210
https://www.trafx.net/downloads/TRAFx_Mountain_Bike_Counter_Instructions.pdf?v=191210
https://www.trafx.net/downloads/TRAFx_Infrared_Trail_Counter_Instructions.pdf?v=191210
https://www.trafx.net/DataNet%20Quick%20Guide.pdf?v=191219

Appendix 2: Caloundra Town Reserve Trail Data
Appendix 2 - Page 1 of 2
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Appendix 3: MTB Data Graphs and Tables

3.1 Daily Totals

Figure 3 Daily totals. Note the relatively uniformed spikes (TRAFX DataNet, 2020).

3.2 Hours Averages

Figure 4 Semidiurnal bimodal pattern with the exception of Windarra. Windarra had a race run through the counter in the middle of the day. It is
assumed that due to Windarra being relatively low in counts cased to race to affect the overall bimodal appearance of the data (TRAFX DataNet,
2020).

3.3 Daily Averages

Figure 5 Days of the week display expected pattern of usage from local knowledge of operations. Note the spike in the pump track counter on
Thursday where approximately 40 – 80 kids use the trials accessed past this counter during the school term. (TRAFX DataNet, 2020).

3.4 Monthly Averages

Figure 6 Monthly averages display marginally higher usage in the coolers months. Note the drop in usage at the Windarra counter through Sep to
October, this is due to construction in this area of the Reserve causing limited riding options (TRAFX DataNet, 2020).

Appendix 4: 2019 Sample Data

Figure 7 Data sample used to create the annual average for 2019 is shown in green. data in beige has been deemed corrupt and excluded from the
sample, (TRAFX DataNet, 2020).

Appendix 5: Permit to Occupy

Appendix 6: Recommendations

6.1 December MTB Monthly Average Usage

TRAFx Mountain Bike Usage Master Summary May 2019 - December 2019
Year
2019

Site
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
ADT
ADTx365 Days with dataYear start
Easy st
4,169
4,418
4,411
3,979
3,857
4,073
3,862
3,946 133.498
48,727
237 2019-01-01
Keelback
289
159
184
150
189
191
200
169
6.238
2,277
244 2019-01-01
Pump track
2,555
2,533
2,776
2,550
2,710
3,084
2,881
2,364
87.586
31,969
244 2019-01-01
Windarra Ave
693
668
567
726
428
296
517
813
18.509
6,756
216 2019-01-01
Wobbegong
367
306
298
281
364
344
349
281
10.579
3,861
242 2019-01-01

Total
MTB
Counts
Average
Annual
MTB
usages =
Counts /
2

8,073.79 8,083.50 8,236.00 7,686.43 7,547.78 7,988.00 7,809.00 7,573.03

256.41

93,589.44

4036.90

128.20

46794.72

4041.75

4118.00

3843.22

3773.89

3994.00

3904.50

3786.51

Year end
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01

Figure 8 Due to the February floods and closure of the Reserve a factor of 3,786 should be subtracted from the MTB data to offer a plausible
representation of actual annual average usage of the reserve. December has been chosen as it is the only month with a complete sample data set
with similar weather to February, (TRAFX DataNet, 2020).

6.2 December Pedestrian Monthly Average Usage

TRAFx Pedestrian Usage Master Summary May 2019 - December 2019
Year
2019

Easy St Total Walkers
Counts
Wobbegong Total
Walkers Counts
Average annual
Pedestrian Usages =
Counts/2

Site
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
ADT
ADTx365
Days with dataYear start
Easy st
4,169
4,418
4,411
3,979
3,857
4,073
3,862
3,946 133.498
48,727
237 2019-01-01
Easy St W
4,717
5,278
5,178
4,662
1,218
2,139
2,249
2,864 115.381
42,114
244 2019-01-01
Wobbegong
367
306
298
281
364
344
349
281
10.579
3,861
242 2019-01-01
Wobbegong W
5,645
5,305
4,813
5,543
5,921
6,259
4,204
3,077 166.332
60,711
244 2019-01-01

5,278.27 4,999.00 4,515.00 5,262.00 5,557.00 5,915.00 3,855.00 2,795.86

2639.13

2499.50

2257.50

2631.00

2778.50

2957.50

1927.50

1397.93

-18.12

-6,612.61

155.75

56,850.01

77.88

28425.01

Year end
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01
2020-01-01

Figure 9 Due to the February floods and closure of the Reserve a factor of 1,397 should be subtracted from the pedestrian data to offer a plausible
representation of actual annual average usage of the reserve. December has been chosen as it is the only month with a complete sample data set
with similar weather to February, (TRAFX DataNet, 2020).

6.3 Sunshine Coast Council Memorandum of Understanding

